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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we extend the results of [2], examining the local distribu- 
tion of prime ideals in narrow ideal classes within any number field. For a 
flavour of our results we might stress 
(i) Let K be a number field extension of Q. Let E > 0 be given. Let 
e, f be coprime integral ideals of K. There exists C = C(K, f, E) such that, for 
any VE e coprime to f, there exists 1~ e with A/v>O, Ar v mod f, 
1 N,, 1(/N,, e prime and 
Further results are given, with e replaced by a full-module in the ring of 
integers of K (see [ 1, p. 831) and NA/Ne replaced by a norm-form in the 
manner of [lo]. In imaginary quadratic fields such forms reduce to 
positive definite, primitive, binary quadratic forms. For such objects, Q(x) 
say, we prove 
(ii) Let E >O be given. Then for all R sufficiently large and for all 
x E R2, x: +x: < R2, except for a set of measure + R’/log* R (any A > 0) 
there exists m E Z2 such that Q(m) is prime and 
for some C = C(Q, E). This is a result promised in [3] 
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2. CORRESPONDENCE PRINCIPLE 
Let K be a number field of degree n = y1 + 2r,, and f be a fixed integral 
ideal. Let I, be the group of fractional ideals whose prime decomposition 
contains no prime factors of f, and let 
Pf={(ol)~Zf,~~K*,arl (modf),a>O}. 
A Grossencharaktere X is a character on I, that for (CI) E P, has the form 
r+l ‘i + 12 
X((a)) = /l(a) = n Ia(qisJ n (a”‘/(a”‘l)“’ (2.1) 
I= I r, + 1 
for some sj E [w, a,~ Z. For this to be well-defined we need n(s) = 1 for all 
c l +2(f), where 
We also demand that n(a) = 1 for all CIE Q z K. From this we see that 
c;“=; sj=o. 
Yet the group of characters ,I on P, has a basis of n - 1 elements. Fixing 
n - 1 such independent characters, A in (2.1) can be written as 
for some m E Z”- ‘. Fixing an extension of each ,Ii to a character on I,, 
which we denote by the same symbol, each Grossencharaktere can be 
written as 
n-1 
XL”(a) = x(a) I-I qYa), UEZf’ (2.2) 
i=l 
for some m E Z”-’ and where 1( is a narrow class character mod f, that is, 
a character on If/P,. 
The Hecke L-function is defined by 
L(s, ~1~) = C XJ”(a)Na-“, 
(a,f)= 1 
for Re s > 1, where the sum is over integral ideals coprime to f. This 
has a meromorphic continuation to s E C; the continuation is entire unless 
~1” E 1 on I,, i.e., I= x0 and m = 0, when it has a simple pole at s = 1 and 
no other singularity. When x is a primitive character mod f we have a 
functional equation 
L(s,~~m)=w(~)A’-2”G(l-s,~~m)L(1-s,~~m), (2.3) 
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where JwI = 1, A* = Id( N(f)~-n2-‘2, d is the 
quotient of gamma factors. It can be shown, 
that 
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discriminant of K, and G is a 
using the results of [ 111 say, 
for - f < 0 < 4. In terms of the m appearing in (2.2) we just need remember 
that 1;: : sj = 0 and note that the transformation 
(S 1, --,s,, a,,,,, . . . . a,,+.,)-(ml, . . . . m,-,) 
is non-singular to see that 
?+I 0 + '2 n-1 
c s;+ c ax1 4. 
j=l r, + 1 
So G(a + it, x,lm) < F’(m, T)1/2-u, where V(m, t)* = (1 + t* + Cy:; mf)n. As 
in [2] we might now look for results concerning L(a + it, ~1”) corre- 
sponding, via F’(m, t) c, t, with known results of [(a + it). In this vein we 
find 
L($ + it, xA”) 4 V(m, t)‘14 log” V(m, t). (2.4) 
V(m, t) > I’,, due to Rademacher [ 111, 
1 I’ JL(~+it,X1m)14dtQT”logA T 
Ilmll$T --T 
for each fixed character x, where l/ml/ < T means lmil < T, 1~ i < n - 1, due 
to Duke [4] while from [3, Theorem 11, there exist constants c and q 
depending only on K such that 
L(cr + it, ~2~) 4 (Nf)‘-” V(m, t)c(1--o)3’2 
x {log V213(m, t) + log Nf} (2.6) 
for laoal-qand V(m,t)>V,. 
Let x be a fixed character mod f, let P,.,,~ = /Imx + iymx denote a zero of 
L(s, XL”) and define 
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for 0 <e Q 1. Then Duke [4] uses (2.5), a mean value result for Dirichlet 
series over K twisted by Griissencharaktere [4, Theorem 1.11 and 
Montgomery’s zero-detecting method, to prove that 
N,(~, w) 4 ~(3nl+o))(l -u) jog A w, (2.7) 
for W> W,, $<a<l. 
For the proof of a later result we require a zero-density result derived 
from (2.6) using the Halasz method. Also, as stated in [4], there is the 
possibility of the 3/(2 - CJ) in (2.7) being improved by applying Halasz’s 
method. Such an application is made in [2] where 3/(3a - 1) + E is 
achieved for quadratic imaginary fields. We cannot realize this value for 
general number fields since the proof depends on an order result for the 
Hecke L-function that has a in place of i in (2.4). Such a result is only 
known to hold in Q and quadratic imaginary fields. The results of 
Kauffman [S] for general number fields have much too restrictive condi- 
tions on m and t. The proof of (2.7) when n = 2 in [2] is simply to observe 
that sufficient results are known of the Hecke L-functions, corresponding 
via V(m, t) ~1 t to results of c(s), to allow Ingham’s proof of (2.7) when 
K = Q to proceed. Similarly, here we must choose a zero-density result for 
c(s), proved using the Halasz method yet with no stronger order result 
than c(f + it) < t’j4 log2 t, with which we can set up this correspondence 
and so improve (2.7). In fact we choose a result which requires no order 
result, proving, 
LEMMA 1. For $<a<1 we have 
N,(a, W) << wZn(l -“““(log W)“. (2.8) 
In the range of validity of (2.6) we have 
N,(a, W) * WC”” ++*(log W)D, (2.9) 
where C depends on K. Thus, in particular 
N,(a, W)+ W (5bNl -“‘(log W)E, (2.10) 
for l/2 < cr < 1. 
Proof Equation (2.8) corresponds to Theorem 12.1, and Eq. (2.9) to 
Corollary 12.5, deduced from Theorem 12.3, of [8]. Both Theorems 12.1 
and 12.3 are based on a zero-detecting method that has been set up in the 
general case by both Maknys [7] and Duke [4]. Each theorem requires 
a different variant of Halasz’s method, namely, Theorems 8.3 and 8.4 of 
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[S]. Yet the basic result from which these are derived, that is Lemma 1.5 
of [S], can be applied in number fields. This is seen in [2] for quadratic 
imaginary fields; it suffices that some fixed, though arbitrary, ordering of 
ideals with equal norm is chosen. In K, the application of Lemma 1.5 leads 
to weighted sums of ideals twisted by ,z’A~-~’ which we just need 
observe is a Griissencharaktere. The resulting series can be estimated as 
in Appendix II of [S]. For Theorem 12.1 use is made of a functional 
equation, whose corresponding result we have in (2.3), while for 
Theorem 12.3 and its corollary use is made of a result due to Richert, 
which we have in (2.6). The resulting estimates can be used within 
Lemma 1.5 on noting that L(s, ,,‘,m-m’ ) has a pole at s = 1 if and only if 
x = x’, m = m’. 
We have now shown that all results used in proving Corollary 12.5 of 
[S] have corresponding results in K that allow us to conclude (2.9). 
Theorem 12.1 additionally requires a mean-value result for Dirichlet series. 
The corresponding result is Theorem 1.1 of [4] with the integration 
replaced by a sum over well-spaced points which can be achieved using a 
standard device of Gallagher. Finally, a fourth power moment of [(f + it) 
is needed. The corresponding result is (2.5) with the integration replaced as 
above. This would follow on using the altered form of the mean-value 
result in the proof of Theorem 2.2 of [4]. m 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
Having defined Ai, 1~ i<n - 1, in the last section we can define 
$(a) = (I)~(cI))E W-‘/Z”-’ =T”-1 for FEZ, by lj(a) =e2ni@~i(“‘. 
Let Z be a narrow ideal class mod f, i.e., an element of If/P,. For 
e0 E T”- ’ we consider the following sets parametrized by 0 Q 1~ 4; 
Y;(x,~,,Z)={a~Z,x(l-Z)<Na<x(l+Z), 
and 
I$i(a)-@oil <I, 1 <i<n- I} 
%:(x, tie, 0 = {p = NP for some p E %(x, eo, Z)}. 
Here p denotes prime ideals and 1. ( is the distance function on T. If 
rc[(x, Il/,,, I) is the cardinality of P[:, our main result is 
THEOREM 2. Let E > 0 be given. For f > I> x-*(’ -&‘lsn we have 
(3.1) 
for x > X,,(E), and all $,, ET”- ‘. Here h(f) is the order of Z,/P,. 
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This extends Theorem 3.1 of [4] in that Duke enforces at most n - 1 
localizing conditions on the prime ideals, and here we enforce n. Define 
Y,((x, tiO, l)=C /i(a), the sum being over a~Y,(x, tiO, I) and n(a) the 
Von-Mangoldt function in K. Assuming the Riemann hypothesis for all 
Hecke L-functions it can be shown that 
This implies Y,> 0 (and so II,> 0) for l> Ax-“*” log*” x with A suf- 
ficiently large. By averaging over x this can be improved to Y,> 0 for 
l> Ax-‘/*” log”” x. (See [2, Sect. 51 for details.) 
Our second result gives an unconditional bound of an average. 
THEOREM 3. Let A > 0 be given. Then there exists C(A) > 0 such that for 
I= Z(X) 2 X-4/5n logCCA’ X we have 
(3.2) 
for X> X,(A). 
Proof of Theorem 2. We first note that 
For XE [ -4, 4) define fO(x) = 1 if 1x1 -CL’, zero otherwise, and extend 
the definition to XE IR by periodicity. As described in [2, Sect. 43, 
given xeA 4 d < 1 we can construct, in the manner of Vinogradov [12, 
Lemma 123, functions f,(x) and f,(x) such that 0 <f!(x) <fO(x) <f,(x) < 1 
and which differ from fO(x) on a set in [ - 4, i) of length <<A. Both func- 
tions have Fourier series C?, ameZnimx, where 
m # 0. 
(3.3 1 
Further, the a,,, diminish suficiently fast with m so that the sum over terms 
with [ml > W = [d -’ log’ x] contributes an arbitrarily small amount. 
Similarly if gO( y) = 1 if x( 1 - I) < y < x( 1 + I), zero otherwise, functions 
are found satisfying 0 < gr( v) f gO( y) f g,(y) < 1, differ from g,(y) on a set 
of length 4 Ax, and whose Mellin transforms satisfy 
and 
b+,(l) = v+ W)b, u = 1 or U, 
$%(o + it) 4 Ix”, ci=loru. 
(3.4) 
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Further, in [2] it is noted that these functions can be found with 
derivatives that ensure 
&(a + it) 4 X0/J& cr=Zoru, (3.5) 
and that the transforms decrease suffkiently fast with t so that the integral 
representations of g,, a= 1 or u, can be cut off at any t, (tl> T= 
Plog3x. 
Constructing 
n-1 
ul,= C II f~(lCli(a)-~Oi)g,(Na)/l(a) 
OEI i=l 
(3.6) 
for CI = u and 1, we see that YI< !P,6 Y,, while both Y,, and Y, differ from 
z, A(a) C a, & \“I:rg$ exp(2rcim($(a) - IclO)), (3.7) 
IIN G W 0 
CT> 1, for some a,, g, with negligible error. Hence, it suffices to estimate 
(3.7) with g(s) satisfying (3.4) and (3.5) and a, = n amI with a,, satisfying 
(3.3). By the justification given in the proof of Lemma 3.1.2 in [4], it 
equals 
%&l) 1 
--mC X(Z) C a,e~2”‘m~o C g(p,,) + O(llog”-lx). 
h(f) x llmll < W IYmxl G I- 
(3.8) 
The proof of (3.8) differs from that of Lemma 3.1.2 in [4] only in that the 
contribution from trivial zeros, dominated by those on Re s = 0, is 
by (3.3) and (3.4). Choosing A = I/log x, the first term in (3.8) is 
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A standard method uses (3.3) and (3.4) to bound the second term in (3.8) 
as 
x IId s W bmXl G T 
4 a,1 log x max xDNK (0, T) (3.9) 
~a,Ix(log~)‘+“max(T~“‘~/x)~~~, (3.10) 
having used (2.10), and where, by an appropriate zero-free region for 
Hecke L-functions, the maximum is over 0 < 0 < 1 -k/z(x), with h(x) = 
log ~ 6’7 x, say, and k depending on f. But Tsnj2x <x-E12 since 
Z>X-~(~-‘)“~, so the bound in (3.10) is < l”xlogg’ x for x>x~(E). 
Collecting together the estimates for (3.8) gives the required result. [ 
It can be remarked that, on combining the main result of [3] with some 
Siegel type bound on exceptional zeros, the zero-free region referred to 
above can be improved to 
THEOREM A [3]. L(s, XL”) has no zeros fir 1Im SI d T and 
Res>,1-clogP2’3Tloglogg’/3T, 
if I(ml/ <T, T> To. Here c>O depends on K andf. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Set A = l(X)/logA/2 X and with this choice 
construct Yy, and Y, as in the previous result. Writing the integrand of 
(3.2) as ) Y- MT( ’ we observe that ) Y - MT( 2 < I Y, - MT1 2 + 1 Y,- MT1 ‘. 
Each Yy,, Yj can be replaced by the appropriate version of (3.8); in both 
cases 
a,g(l) (21)“~ ’ -_- 
h(f) h(f) 
< (xl- ‘A)‘, 
which on integrating contributes G X31’“/logA X to (3.2). Thus it suffices 
to show that 
for a, and $ satisfying (3.3) and (3.4). The double sum here is split as 
C, (x)+x2 (x) according to whether 12 Pm1 2 u or /Imx < u, respectively. 
Here we choose u to satisfy 1 - ( 5/8C)2 < u < 1, so that for /I 2 u we have 
C( 1 - /I)“* < 5( 1 - /I)/S, (3.12) 
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where C is the constant appearing in (2.9). Following the argument that 
leads to (3.10) gives 
Cl (x) < a,1 log Xmax X”N,(a, T) 
$ a,/(log X)D+ l max X”TC”(1-u)3” 
(by (2.9)) 
6 a,lX(log X)D’ ’ max( T5”‘8/X)‘-u (3.13) 
(by (3.12)). Here the maximum is over u< 0 < 1 --M(X). Given that 
1 B x- 4/5n log c(A) X, then T5”i8/X< xp ‘I2 if C(A) k A/2 + 4. Thus the 
bound in (3.13) is 6 XI”/log A’2 X which is suffkiently small, if 
X>X,(A,D). 
For x2, Z(X) is independent of x, so g(v) = h(y/x), where h(y) is the 
characteristic function of the interval (( 1 - I), (1 + I)). Thus g(s) = x’h(s), 
with h(s) depending only on X. From (3.4) we see that h(s) < I(X) for all 
s. Hence 
* “2X 
(3.14) 
4 a:/2(10g X)’ max X20+ ‘N,(a, T). 
ObU 
(3.15) 
Here, the observation that the inner sum of (3.14) is 6 (log X)’ follows 
from the fact that for fixed m and x the number of zeros with 0 < Brnx < 1 
and T< l~,,,~l< T+ 1 is < log llmll T. (See [6, Lemma 151.) For 0~0~ $ 
we use N,(a, T) < T" log T within (3.15), obtaining a contribution 
-$ ai12(log X)4X2T" < ai12(log X)4X2(X4’5n)n 
which is sufficiently small. Finally, for i < 0 <U we use (2.10) obtaining 
4ai12X3(log X)3+Emax(T5”‘2/X2)1-u 
G ai12X3(log X) 3+E~5n(l-u)(CIA)~4)/2 
< x31 Z”/logA x, 
if C(A) sufficiently large. 1 
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4. A FIRST APPLICATION OF THEOREM 2 
For simplicity of application we give an explicit construction of the $, 
that arise in Sect. 3. By Dirichlet, the torsion-free part of q’(f) is a free 
abelian group, Q*(f) say, of rank r. Let a basis of a*(f), vi, . . . . q, be 
chosen. For a E K* define 19,(cz), 1 <j d r, by 
log I@)[ -; log 1NMl = i e,(a) log [$‘I, 
i= 1 
(4.1) 
1 d i6 rr +r,. Then f3 : a*(f) + R’ defined by 0(q) = (e,(q)), GjGr has 
Im 8= Z’. So, in particular, given c(, 3q~@*(f) such that (ej(aq)),,j,,E 
[0, 1)‘. Further, define BJa), r + 1 <j< n - 1, to be the fractional part of 
1 _ arg ai-o+ 1 
271 i 
+ i Oi(a)argqj’P’z+’ . 
I= I I 
By definition (Bi(a))l~j~, E [0, 1)‘2. But if [ is a generator of the roots 
of unity in a(f), w(f) in number say, then w(f)(e,([)),+ 1 G,GnP, -0 
(mod 1). From this it is easily concluded that given a, there exists k E Z 
such that (ej(alk)),+ I <j&n- 1~ LO, W(f)) x LO, 1Y-l. 
Defining t+bj(a)=Oj(a) for lbjbn-1, j#r+ 1, and +br+,(a)= 
w(f)e,+,(a) we have for t,h(a)=(IC/i(a))lcjan-l, where aeK*, a= 1 modf 
and a > 0, that [0, l)+ ’ is a fundamental domain. That is, if a, a’ as above 
satisfy a/a’E@(f) and $(a), $(a’)e [0, l)n-l then a=a’. This ensures that 
Aj((a)) = ezni$J(‘), 1 <j < n - 1, are well-defined, independent characters 
on P,. 
Note that the set on which $ is defined can be extended. For example, 
if e is an ideal of K with basis {e,} r G iGn as a Z-module, and if x E R” is 
given we can form a(x) = C x,e,. With Na(x) = ny=, (C xiei”) we see how 
(4.1) and (4.2) give well-defined values for &a(x)) and thus $(a(x)). 
Given the ideal e and YE e assume that neither have prime factors in 
common with f, Let x E R” and c>O be given, and set x= INa(x)l/Ne, 
I/I,, = $(a(x)) - $(e). By the nature of Z,/P, there exists ZE If/P, such that 
if c E Z, then ce = (/I) for some j? = v mod f and for which sign /I(‘) = 
signa(x) 1 <i<r,. Applying Theorem 2 with this Z ensures that 
for x 3 x0(&, f) there exists p EZ, with Np prime, INp -xl -C xl and 
l~),(p)-$,,~l<Z, l<i<n-1, where Z=X~~(~-‘)‘~~. For l<x-~x~(~,f) 
such primes obviously exist if the bounds are weakened to < xl and & 1, 
with the implied constants depending on E and f. In both cases the condi- 
tion on 1+5,(p) is in terms of Euclidean distance on T. By our construction 
of 1+9 we see that it implies there exists a generator of pe, 2 say, for which 
lo,(n)-B,(a(x))l 41, the difference being measured in terms of the 
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Euclidean distance on R!. This 1~ e also satisfies ) IN,lI - Ii’Va(x)l 1 < 
INa(x) that is, llog INAI -log INa( I 4 1. From (4.1) we now see that 
for all 1 < i< n, llog I;l(i)l -log la(x)“‘1 I < 1, and so 1 IA(i)l - Ia(x)(‘)l ( 4 
la(x)(‘)1 1. But p E I implies that 3, can be chosen such that 
sign Aci) = sign a(x)(i), 1 <i<r,. 
So for these i we have a bound on I;l”)- a(x Note that the implied 
constant in this bound depends on our choice of basis for s*(f). For the 
complex embeddings we deduce from (4.2) that larg I”’ - arg a(x)“‘1 < I, 
and so 
Ii(j) - a(x)(j)1 4 I 11”)l - la(x)“‘1 1 
f Ia( (arg 1”’ - arg a(x)“‘1 
4 la(x)“‘l I, 
r, + 1 <j< rl + r2. Combining, we find that 
INI - a(x))1 + INa( 1”, 
or 
(3+2E3’5 
We present our conclusion in two ways. In the first restrict x E Z” so 
a(x)e e and we can choose v = a(x) above; in the second note that 
A=a(m), for some mEH”. 
PROPOSITION 4. Assume the notation as above, and that E > 0 has been 
given. 
(i) There exists C = C(K, f, E) such that given v E e coprime to f, there 
exists 2 E e with l/v > 0, ,I s v mod f, I NlI/Ne prime, and 
IN(A--v)l/Ne< C(INvI/Ne)3’5+E. 
(ii) Dej%zingf(x) = N(a(x))/Ne, there exists C = C(f, E) such that for 
all x E R” for which If(x)1 > 1, there exists rnE Z” such that f(m) = zp, 
p prime, z = sign f (x) and 
Ifb-XII G C If(~)l~/~+~. (4.3) 
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We now concentrate on part (ii) of this result, part (i) having been men- 
tioned in the introduction. In the next section we extend the type of norm- 
forms for which (4.3) holds. But for forms arising from number fields with 
fundamental units (4.3) may be weak in that there exist x E R” with large 
Euclidean norm yet for which f(x) is small. In Section 6 we see that such 
points are relatively scarce and can be excluded. Combined with 
Theorem 3, this leads us to “almost all” results. 
When f arises from a quadratic imaginary field, (4.3) has been given as 
Theorem 1.1 of [2] but with & in place of 5. This improvement is due to 
the better zero-density results that we have for such fields, as mentioned in 
Section 2. 
5. MODULES AND FORMS 
If OK denotes the ring of integers of K, let Mc c?, be a full module in K. 
Given y E OK consider N,, (y + .D) f or all ,u E M. Let J be the largest 
positive divisor of these rational integers. Then, if {ai} I G iGn is a Z-basis of 
M, we can define 
fy(x) = J--‘&&Y + 4x1) (5.1) 
for x E R”, where a(x) = C’= I xiai. In the terminology of [lo], &,(x) is a 
value-primitive, full-norm polynomial. Although it involves only slight 
changes to the proof of Theorem 1 of [ 101, the references involved justify 
our later arguments and so we sketch the proof of 
PROPOSITION 5. Iff,( ) df d x ES e me as above, the number of primes in 
[ 1, x] integrally represented by f?(x) is asymptotically 
q& + 0(x exp( - C,(log x)“‘)) 
asx-+co where C2>OandOdC,<1. 
The main result of this section is 
(5.2) 
THEOREM 6. Let E > 0 be given. Zff,,( ) d f x 1s e ine as in (5.1), there exists d 
C = C(f,, E) such thatfor all x E Rnfor which I fy(x)l 2 1, there exists m E Z” 
such that f,(m) = up, p prime, z = sign&(x), and 
Ifdm - XII G C Ifr(x)13’5+E. (5.3) 
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Proof of Proposition 5. Let f be the conductor of M, that is, the join of 
all integral ideals contained in M. Becausef,(x) is value-primitive, for each 
prime p there exists 1, E Z” such that (f,(l,), p) = 1. By the Chinese 
Remainder Theorem there exists I E Z” such that 1 E I, mod p’ +rpZn for all 
p[JNf. Here rp (possibly zero) is defined by p+))JNf. Then f,(l) =&(I,) 
mod p for all p 1 JNf and so (f,(l), JNf) = 1. Rewriting, there exists p E M 
such that (J-‘N,,(y + p), JNf) = 1. 
Given a sequence (Ei)l~i~r,, ~~ = f 1, there exists p0 E M such that sign 
&) = si, 1 < i< r,. Then with ,u as above and for all sufficiently large 
positive rational integers H, 5 = p + pLo HJNf E A4 satisfies sign(y”‘+ 5”‘) = E,, 
1 < i<r,, while N,,(y + t)=eJ, (e, JNf)= 1. So lel J is the norm of the 
integral principal ideal (y + l)Q and as lel and J are coprime, lel = Na for 
some integral ideal a prime to Nf while J= Nb and (y + 5)oK = ba. 
By Lemma 1.2 of [lo], if a is replaced by any other integral ideal a’ in 
its narrow ideal-class (mod f) we have a’b = (y + <‘)oK with some 5’ EM 
and sign(&) + <“‘I) = sign(tx”’ + 5”‘) 1 < i Q rI. 
By considering all sequences (si) with n;l_, si = 1 we find a non-empty 
set of pairs (b, I), Nb = J and I a narrow ideal class (mod f) such that, 
apart from possible primes dividing JNf, a positive prime p is integrally 
represented by f?(x) if, and only if, p = Np for some p E Z, for one of the 
classes above. 
The question of counting rational primes that have prime ideal divisors 
(here of residual degree one) lying in specified narrow ideal classes mod f 
has been dealt with in Theorem 2 of [9]. And so, by that result, there 
exists a finite Galois extension L/Q such that, except for a finite set of p 
ramifying in L, p is integrally represented by f?(x) if, and only if, the 
Frobenius symbol [(L/Q)/p] be one of a certain collection of conjugacy 
classes in Gal(L/Q). An application of a Chebotarev density theorem with 
error term gives (5.2). 1 
It can be noted that the use of Theorem A should improve the error term 
of (5.2) to 
0(x exp( -c(log x)315 (log log x)-‘/~). 
Proof of Theorem 6. Given a(x) we can, as in Proposition 5, find < E M 
such that 
sign(y”’ + 5”‘) = sign(y”’ + a(~)(~)), (5.4) 
1 < i < rl and (y + 5) OK = ab for some integral ideal b of norm J and 
a E ZE Zf/Pf , We could look for p E Z, pb = (y + p)I?y and demand that y + p 
is “close” to y + 5. Unfortunately, if (b, f) > 1, $(y + 11) and $(y + 5) are not 
necessarily well-defined. 
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Write b = brb, where p 1 b, if, and only if, p 1 f. Let +Z be the (wide) ideal 
class containing b,. Choose integral ideals g E %“, h E 98 both prime to f, 
when gb, = (t) and glj = (s) f or some s, t E c?, which we now fix. So 
(s)b= (t)e with e = I$, prime to f, and (s)(y + 5) = (s)ba = (t)ea. Thus ae 
is principal and there exists VE e such that tv =s(y + 5). Let f, be the 
largest integral ideal such that fl (t)f,. It is easily seen that (v, f,) = 1. 
We now apply Theorem 2 to an appropriate element of I,,/P,,, and with 
$ defined mod f,. With the choice of X= [N(y + cc(x))l/Nb and $0 = 
+(s(y + a(x))/t) - $(e) we find, as in the proof of Proposition 4, that there 
exist A E e, 3, E v mod fr, A/v > 0, INAl/Ne prime and 
INn -sty + Nx))/t)l 4 IN(s(y + a(x))/t)l I”. (5.5) 
Since (s)b = (t)e, there exists orb such that se = tl and, because 
f 1 (t(i - v)), so = tv = s(y + 5) mod f. Yet (s, f) = 1 so (T = y + 5 mod f, 
that is, a=y+p for some PEE. Observe that J-’ IN(y+p)J = JN;1I/Ne 
and so is prime while (yfp)/(y+ c)=sa/s(y+<)= tA/tv>O and so 
sign(y”) + p(i)) = sign(y”’ + c((x)‘~‘) by (5.4). Also, (5.5) becomes 
J-’ IN(p - a(x))1 4 (J-1 IN(y + cI(x))()3’5+e. (5.6) 
Restricting x E Z” would give a result similar to Proposition 4, (i). For 
our stated result we note that p E M implies p = a(m) for some m E Z” and 
that the left-hand side of (5.6) has no y which accounts for the occurrence 
of f0 in (5.3). 1 
6. EUCLIDEAN LOCALIZATION 
Dropping the dependency on y let f(x) be a norm-form of the type 
described in Section 5 whose associated number field, of degree n, is not 
quadratic imaginary. For x E (w” let IIxl12 = (I:= i xf)“’ and B(N) = 
{xdQ”: Ilxlj,<N}. 
THEOREM 7. Let E > 0 and 0 < 6 < 1 be given. There exists C = C(A E) 
(but independent of a), and 6?(s) z R” with 
vo1{%?(6) n 99(N)} d c6 vol B(N) (6.1) 
for N> No, where c is independent of 6, such that for all x$92(8) with 
IIx~(~)/J~~~~-‘, thereexistsmEZ”such thatf(m)=tp,pprime, r=signf(x) 
and 
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Proof. In the notation of the previous section we have for 1 Gj < n that 
ly(j)+ff(~)(x)l Gmax Jy”‘J + I my l8y)l 11x)/Z, 
i 
for some I. So if llxllZ B max, ly”‘1/2ic(n) IllaXi,j ItiI”I =X0, say, we must 
have ly(j) + &)(x)1 < 2~(n) max;, j l~~j’l I/XII Z = ICY IIxllZ, say. Define 
B&9= (IIxll2~xo} (J (lP’+~“‘(x)l G6 Ilxllz) 
I <i<rl 
u ({ IRe(y”) + a”‘(x))l <6 IlxllZ] 
rl + 1 Cj<q + r2 
u (JIm(y(j’ + a”‘(x))/ < 6 llxll ,}I. 
To see that BY(6) satisfies (6.1) it suffices to show for any qi and non-zero 
pi E [w, 1 < i < n, and N sufficiently large in terms of q, that vol Y d c 6N”, 
where 
Y= XER”: Ilxll*<N, i (q;+xJB; <a 1(x/I* 
i i= 1 I I 
and c is a constant independent of 6. Writing y = q + x and noting that 
IIYII~ - 119112 6 IIxl12 + IIYA + 119112 we see 
YE%= 
i 
YEW: llYllz~C1~+llqll2, i: YJ- / 
i= 1 
I /I 6C*~(IlYll*+ IICM}~ 
for some constants c, and c2. Choose an orthonormal basis of Iw”, 
{eill<i<n with ei, 1~ i < n - 1, lying in the hyperplane C xJi = 0 and e, 
normal to the plane, i.e., e, = j?/~~j3~~ Z. So for y E Iw”, we have y = Cy= 1 ziei 
with z, = x7= 1 yi/3i/Ij~112. Define the polar coordinates (r, (Pi- 1, . . . . cpl) by 
z,=rcostpp,, 
n-1 
zi=rcoscpi-, fl sincpi, 2<i<n-2 
j=i 
n-1 
z,=r n sincpi. 
j=r 
Then r = (Iz((~ = ((Y((~ and so 
@a{(N+ ll~ll*)“+ II4112 w+ Ilqlld”-‘)lIIDll2, 
which is suffkient for the required result. 
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For x I$ g?(6) we have 
6 IIxl/* d If’) + d”(X)l < K -. 0 IIXII 29 (6.3) 
and thus 
6 JiV(y + a(x))1 1’n 4 I+” + a(‘)(x)1 <6-’ IN(y + a(x))1 ‘In, (6.4) 
for 1~ i 6 n. The implied constants depend on y and { ai}. For these x we 
can follow the proof of Theorem 6. By (6.3) the condition If(x)\ > 1 will 
hold if ~Ix)\~ 3 J”“6-‘. Then p E M can be found such that J-l lN(y + p)\ 
is prime and, looking back at the proof of Proposition 4, 
I/A(‘) - a(‘)(x)1 4 Iyci) + a”‘(x)1 I, 
1 < i < n. Yet p = a(m) for some m E Z”, so 
it, tmj _ xj)aji) 1 .g Iy(i) + a(l)(x)l ( lNy +-;(‘))I) p2(1--EV5n 
4s 2(1-&j/5 (1~~1;3+2&)/5 
1~ i<n, on using (6.3). Then since {ajj is a Z-basis of M, 
Imj-xjl <g-2(1-@/5 I(x(I~+2&)‘5, 
1 <j < n, which immediately gives (6.2). 1 
(6.5) 
Consider now xj= (0, . . . . 0, x, 0, . . . . 0), zero for all but the jth coordonate. 
Define K = min( 1, mini,i I al”1 ). If, for all 1 < i G n, 
Iyci) + aj’)xl > 5 1x1, 
a condition of the type x > x,(y, K), then xj# g(zq’2). So by Theorem 7 and 
(6.5) there exists C= C(K) and mEZ” such that f(m)=7p, z=signf(x,) 
and lmil < C 1x1 3’s+E for i#j, lmj-xl <C 1x1 3’5+E In fact, the number of . 
such m can be estimated by Theorem 2 and in terms of the primes that 
arise the interested reader can show 
COROLLARY 8. Let E > 0 be given. Then for all 1 <j< n, XE R, 
x > xo(f, E) such that f (xi) is positiue, the cardinality of 
{p=f(rn);rn~Z”satiSfieslm,l<CI~~~/~+~,i#j, Imj-x~<C~x~3’5+E} 
is Plxl 3’5+c/log (XI. 
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Writing the result in this way simplifies comparison with Theorem 3.2 of 
[4], a similar result although without the localization on mj. It should be 
noted that the use of (2.10) in [4] extends the validity of Theorem 3.2 to 
0 G 6 -c 21%. 
7. “ALMOST ALL" RESULTS 
If we are willing to sacrifice knowledge of the subset g’(6) excluded from 
Theorem 7, we can substantially improve the exponent 2 of (6.2). Again let 
f(x) be a norm-form whose associated number field is not imaginary 
quadratic. 
THEOREM 9. Let A > 0 be given. There exists D(A) and C = C(f) such 
that for all x E W(R), except for a set of measure 3 R” log- A R, there exists 
m E Z” such that f(m) = up, p prime, t = sign f (x), and 
Ilm - XII* d C Ilxll~” logDCA) IlxIlz. (7.1) 
Proof. We continue with the notation of the previous sections. With 6 
to be chosen. consider 
d=d(N,6)= ( xE[W”\a(8):NdIlxJI*~2N} 
= u {x~~:sign(y”‘+a”‘(x))=~~, l<i<r,}. 
C&j) E(0,1}‘1 
For each set in this union, -c4((sj)) say, we can associate an integral ideal 
b with Nb = J. For instance, from the proof of Proposition 5, given (si), 
5 E M can be found such that sign (7”’ + 5”‘) = gi and (y + 5)cO, = ab, where 
Nb = J. Given b and f, the conductor of M, we can follow the proof of 
Theorem 5 to construct s, t E OK, integral ideals f,, e, and ideal class 
ZEZ~,/P~,. It should be stressed that these might depend on (sj). With $ 
defined mod f,, set ijo = Ic/(s(y + cc(x))/t) - $(e) and consider the set 
T= T((.zj)) = 
1 
x E [w” : X< If (x)1 < 2X, sign(y(j) + a(j)(x)) = sj, 
1 <j<r,, eO(x)E fi [kiyki+ 1) 
i=l 
x[v,0+1)x[0,1)~~-1 ) 
I 
(E~)E (0, l}“, k E Z’, 0 <v < w(f,) - 1. It is easily seen that vol T is inde- 
pendent of (Ed), k, and v. For if A = (det(aj’))/( -i)‘*), which is real, then the 
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Jacobian, H, of x + (N(y + a(x)), $(y + CC(X))) is (27c)‘*R,,/d W(f[), where 
R,, is the regulator of %(f!). So vol T= HJX. 
The set d can be covered by a union of < log” + ‘*(6 - ’ ) disjoint copies 
of T. Since the number of (E,) is bounded it suffices to show that each 
&!((ei)) be covered with the same number of T((E~)). From (6.3) 
6” Ilxll’; -@ If(x)I -4 IlXll’;~ 
for x #9(~5). So for x E &, PN” < If(x)1 <N” and thus we need only 
consider T with X= 2’(cPN”), for some constant c, and 0 < i < q where 
24( S’N”) “, N”, i.e., q 6 log( 6 - ’ ). Also, from (6.4) 
[log1 y’i’+a”‘(x)l -;log IN(y+a(x))JI 4log(6-‘), 
1 < i < n, x 6 9$?(s). So, by the independence of the fundamental units 
chosen for %(f,), each r,Gj(y + a(x)) (and thus each k,) lies in an interval of 
length + log(C’). This is the bound on r quantities from which, with the 
bound on the number of values that X must take and the $ f, 1 possible 
values of v, we see that 4 log’+ ‘(6 - ‘) copies of T are sufficient to cover d. 
For each such T define &‘T = d n T. Letting x = If(x)1 we examine 
where X, is the X associated with T. Restricting 12 X;4’5n logCCA + ‘) X, for 
all T, i.e., I$ 8-4/5N-4/5 log C(A + r) N, we can apply Theorem 3 and obtain 
the bound Q X;Z’” log- ‘- ‘X,. We immediately see that !P,(x, #, I) > 0 
except on a subset of z&‘~ of measure $XX,log-A- ‘X,. Summing over all 
T covering d we conclude that Y,(x, +, I) > 0 except on a subset of d of 
measure 
eCXT10gPA-‘XT4 1% r’+r*(g-‘) N” A+1 log N ’ T  
As in the proof of Theorem 7, !P,(x, +, I) > 0 implies there exist m E Z” 
with the required primality properties and Imj - x,1 4 c~-~‘~N’/~ logCCA + ‘)N, 
on choosing the minimal 1. So with 6 = loggA N we have the required result 
(7.1), for all points in &(N, log- A N) except for a subset of measure 
4 N” log- AN. But summing over Y < N = 2-‘R < R where Y = 2-jR < 
R’j2 < 2-j+ ‘R, we see that 
B(R) 1 u d(N, logPA N) 2 g(R)\( {W(R) n W(logwA Y)} u g( Y)) 
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and so by (6.1) the union differs from 49(R) on a set of measure 
4 R” log-A Y G R” log -A R. Thus (7.1) holds for all points in B(R) except 
for a set of measure 
<c (2-‘R)” R” R” 
i logA (2 -‘R) + logA R ’ logA R’ -I 
A simplified version of this proof will give a result for imaginary 
quadratic fields. With no reference to 6 or B?(s) define d = {x E R2, 
N < llxll’ < 2N). This is covered by 6 1 copies of an appropriate T. For 
instance, the quadratic forms that arise as norm-forms satisfy Q(x) x [lx/l: 
as long as IIx112 kx,. So we need only consider T with X= 2’(c,N2), 
0 <i< 4, with 29(~,N2) = c2N2 so q < 1. On each T apply Theorem 3, so 
for all x E d(N) except for a set of measure 6 N2/logA N there exists m 
with required primality properties and 
Q(m-x)+ Ilm-XII:4 Ilxll:I4Q(x)Z 
for all I> N-4’5 logCCA) N$ Q(x))“‘~ logCfA’ Q(x). 
(7.2) 
It is easily seen that the exponent - z in the limiting value of I is - 2n/b, 
where b is the exponent in (2.10), i.e., h/2. It is known from [2] that for 
imaginary quadratic fields we can take b = y+ E; therefore (7.2) in fact 
holds for 1% Q(x)-~‘~+~. Summing the sB(N) we obtain the result (ii) of 
the introduction. 
It is easily checked that Theorem 3 can be improved: let log x Q h(x) << 
xw2Pyog~ + 2/n x, there exists c(n) such that for l> X-2Zn’bh(X)c(n), (3.2) 
holds with the bound 4X3Z2”h-‘(X). The simplest application of this is 
to the imaginary quadratic case where we choose h(X) = XE’2, E < i, 
concluding that for all x E $29(R) except for a set of measure + R2(’ -‘) 
there exists an m with the required primality properties and satisfying 
Q(m - 4 + Q(x) 1’6+c(2’E. For applications of this improved Theorem 3 to 
number fields of higher degree it would be of interest to know how c(n) 
varies with n. 
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